Conducting a very good Studio Visit:
making it an event
by Sharon Louden
First and foremost, there are so many ways to conduct a studio visit. I personally believe that a studio visit
should be viewed as a treat for the viewer, a guest you have invited to enter into your precious space of
creativity, the place where you are most intimate, where you make your work. I also think that it’s an
opportunity for great exchange, for rich dialogue, a chance to be objective with your work.
I treat hosting a professional studio visit the same way as hosting a private, personal dinner party! That’s
right, the similarities are evident: who to invite, how the evening progresses, and where the activity takes
place.
Preparation.
Whenever I plan a dinner party, I start the preparation by giving some thought as to who I want to
spend time cooking for, sharing my home with, sharing my time with.
As a studio visit is an intimate, special exchange, it is important to be careful who you invite and when
you invite them to the studio. I like to invite people I know well so that the exchange is full,
comprehensive, and interesting. However, it’s also usually safe to invite someone you might not know
personally if you respect their credentials, they have been vetted in some way (recommended by someone
you can trust), and you feel confident that the exchange will be substantive and fulfilling.
In preparation for this event, keep it light: a studio visit is just that – a meeting between a person (or
persons) who is interested in knowing more about you and your work, not necessarily anything more.
Enjoy the visit from beginning to end and discard any expectations that anything will come from it. If
something does come out of the visit, you’ll be happily surprised, which is always delightful. Going into
this visit without expectation is a way to keep one centered and down-to-earth through the visit.
Continuing the preparation for a dinner party, I also plan the event during a period of time that I do
not have any conflicts and that my expertise of cooking a particular dish is up-to-speed and ready to
be eaten. I’m confident that my food will be well received and know that the chances of being
embarrassed are slim to none.
For a studio visit, some artists are very casual and open their studios to anyone at anytime. There are
other artists who are very selective as to who they have in at any given time. There are artists who have
people visit their studios midway in production and there are artists who only have visits when the work is
finished.
Of course, it’s up to the individual what they are comfortable with, but think of it this way: there is always
a morsel of vulnerability when an artist shows something that is unfinished. During a studio visit,
inevitably, there is usually conversation that is in response to the work that you’re showing. If you should
invite someone in your studio while in the middle of making a body of work, be sure to be strong enough
to carry or discard any criticism that you may receive during the visit, that may sway your work in one
direction or another. In other words, it’s best to avoid those times when you’re not vulnerable about
where your body of work is at that time. A studio visit should be carried out from a source of strength,
when you are ready to present the work.
I’ve selected the friends to come for dinner, my dish is mastered and ready to be unveiled, and I’m
cleaning my home to get ready for guests.
Question: How should a studio appear for a studio visit? Answer: Anyway you feel comfortable! However,
I believe there should be no distractions that can get in the way of focusing on your work. If you have
trash all over your studio, or your studio mate’s paintings are front and center, your visitor may remember
those things instead of your work. I think the best way to present your work professionally is to show it in

a way that can be imagined in another exhibition space. Clean the walls up a bit, and if you’re showing
work on a table, have a clean white surface underneath so there is a neutral background and no conflicts
when looking at your work. You want to be sure that your guests don’t remember the sticky paint on the
floor that stuck to their shoes, or the paint on the chair that they had to send to the dry cleaners after
your visit. Clean your studio so it’s manageable, have some clean comfortable chairs to sit in and have a
neutral area for your work to be seen.
As I’m cooking, I’m anticipating conversation, so I set up the furniture in a certain way to promote
lengthy conversations through the evening.
A studio visit should have a beginning, middle and an end. The way you have your work displayed will
determine the duration of your studio visit. For example, if you show everything you have in your studio
on your walls at once, the conversation may be short lived, as attention to the work may be overwhelmed
and limited. Instead, by gradually unveiling work over a period of time, you have a better chance of
stimulating further discussion and activating your guests who are there for about an hour’s worth of time.
If your visitors who are coming to your studio for an introduction to your work, it’s best to select work
from your past as well as your present – but not too many pieces. To reiterate, remember to hang them in
such a way that they would be displayed in an exhibition. Don’t overwhelm the viewer by giving them
everything when they come in the door.
Over time during a visit, you can create a plan whereby you unveil certain pieces as the conversation
changes. Replacing a piece on the wall with another, or have a sleeve or two of drawings to select
through. If you’re a sculptor, have some sample pieces that someone can touch and get a feel of, and then
behind a curtain, scrim, or out-of-the-way somewhere, bring forward another piece as the conversation
warrants.
Also, in preparation for guests you might not know so well, it’s important to do some research and have in
mind some questions you may want to ask them. Sometimes a studio visit is the only in-depth
conversation you will have with someone. Keep in mind that a visit is very much like a dinner party in
that there is an exchange of conversation, and it’s an opportunity to get to know someone else. Just as it’s
natural and flattering to receive compliments and inquiries from another person, your guest will surely
appreciate your questions about who they are. Most artists do not ask any questions and stay insular,
sometimes narcissistic. Show that you’re a team player by doing research, memorizing your questions, and
have them ready in your mind before your guests come by. It shows that you care and you’re vested.
My guests are coming in and on the table I have some things to nosh on as well as offering refreshing
beverages to ease into the evening.
Prepare in advance to have refreshments on hand. If you’re having someone come to the studio in the
morning, perhaps have some coffee and orange juice as well as refreshing cool water for them to enjoy. It
will put them at ease in the comfort of your studio. Remember, this is an event, so treat it as such and
welcome your guests into your comfortable, intimate place of creativity!
Often times, I have put out things to munch on such as nuts and grapes or, if I want the atmosphere to be
purposefully casual, I may have some freshly popped warm popcorn mixed with raisins on hand as a snack.
Just like you’ll cook food at your dinner party that both you and your dinner guests will enjoy, think about
putting out food in your studio the same way.
I have served the appetizer and my guests are easing into comfort with food and conversation.
Take some time at the beginning of the studio visit to talk about you as an artist, your history, and general
information about your work. Some ways of delivering that information may be a PowerPoint
presentation, a prepared video, or showing other visuals on an ipad that compliment the work you have
up on the wall or on a table. I always think that delivering different forms of your work provides
stimulation and avoids turning the visit into a sleeper. You don’t want your guests to feel like they are in
an art history class going from slide to slide, over and over again in pitch black while everyone falls asleep
in the back of the classroom (that has in fact happened to me during a studio visit! Ha! I’ve totally

learned from it!).
Even if this is a second or third visit by your guest(s), keep the visit stimulating and give them a different
experience than the last one by presenting your work in a different format.
The main second course has been successfully served!
After your introductory talk, take some time to sit down together on your clean and comfortable chairs.
This will help bring out those questions in your mind and stimulate conversation. By doing so, you’ll find
out more about your visitor as you establish a foundation for a relationship. If it’s someone you know
already, it’s an opportunity to add another layer. Remember: think dinner party! Casual, yet interesting!
Finally, end the meal with dessert.
At the end of the visit, be sure to give your guest(s) something to leave with, like a catalogue, an
exhibition card, or something by which they can physically remember this experience. End the visit with
the idea that you will continue these conversations again in other ways.
It’s very important after you send your guest(s) on their way, that you send them a thank you note. I
recommend a hand-written thank you note on beautiful paper as people appreciate an object, especially
those of us who love visually beautiful things. However, an email may also suffice if your relationship with
that person is casual. Do not forget to thank your visitors after they leave!
As I’m cleaning up from the dinner party, I’m pausing on the exchanges that happened through the
evening.
After the visit, I always write notes so that I can remember core remarks that perhaps are insights into my
work that I can reflect upon. What this does for me is it allows me to close the door on that experience
and go back to my studio to work.
Just as your guests from a dinner party should leave happy and fulfilled, so should the visitors after a
studio visit.
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